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Chapter 1581 

Lin Kai saw Taotao passed out in a coma, so he turned around and checked Taotao’s condition, and 

found that it was just a coma and it was not a major problem. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai awakened Taotao with his true energy, and rescued several other children. 

Those children looked at Lin Kai with great admiration. In their opinion, Lin Kai defeated the monster 

just like Monkey King. 

“Brother, you are amazing!” 

“Brother, can you teach us that we will meet such bad guys in the future, we are like this!” 

While the children worshipped, they all wanted to worship Lin as a teacher. 

Lin Kai shook his head and laughed. He didn’t say much, but took the children back to the city and 

handed them to the police. Ask the police to send these children back to their parents. 

He didn’t have the energy and sent them back one by one. 

When Lin Kai was about to leave, he suddenly sensed that the old man with white beard had a wave of 

true energy. 

When he looked at him, he got out of the car and went to investigate. 

Seeing a ring on the old man with white beard, this ring is very primitive, and it is the wave of innocence 

it emits. 

Space ring! 

How can Lin Kai not know what this ring is? It is a low-level magic weapon used by immortal cultivators. 

It is usually used to store some items. The high-end space ring even forms a small world by itself. 

Of course, at that level, you can’t see it at present, and at best it is this kind of low-level magic weapon. 

Since this old man with white beard is not a cultivator, he didn’t know the function of this ring, so he put 

it on his body, otherwise he would definitely wear it on his hand. 

Lin Kai didn’t hesitate to wear it directly on his hand, and it was very convenient to bring some things 

later. 

He slightly tried to infuse the infuriating energy into the space ring, and sure enough, the space ring 

opened instantly, and there was a space of about ten or twenty square meters inside. It is equivalent to 

a normal-sized bedroom, so large. 

Lin Kai nodded in satisfaction. When he was about to leave, he suddenly sensed a wave of true Qi again. 

He was stunned for an instant, and there are magic weapons used by the cultivators? 



He thought there was only a space ring, such a magic weapon. Unexpectedly, this old man with white 

beard did not know where he got the magic weapon of so many cultivators. 

So Lin Kai sensed the fluctuations in his true qi while searching, and finally locked in the gourd where the 

old man with white beard was drinking. 

Not that gourd, but something in the gourd. 

So Lin Kai picked up the gourd, knocked it, and got a muffled sound at the bottom. 

This muffled sound shows that the bottom is empty, and there is probably a dark layer. 

Lin Kai didn’t even think about it. With a light effort, he crushed the bottom of the gourd, and the inside 

was hollowed out. 

Also, there is a fragment hidden inside. 

On this fragment, it is recorded that the old man with white beard, the black flame he used before, and 

the method of inviting the upper body of the gods. 

Lin Kai’s heart was pounding, and he didn’t expect that it was really an immortal cultivation technique. 

Although it was incomplete, these two methods were undoubtedly even more powerful in his hands! 

Especially the black flame, it was very hard for him to extinguish it. 

This was still displayed by the old man with white beard, if he displayed it, the power would be stronger. 

Lin Kai couldn’t think that he would make such a profit on such a trip. 

The only regret is that he had to get rid of the old man with white beard just now. Otherwise, he would 

have nothing to do with Taotao being caught by the gods. 

The most effective and direct way is to solve the old man with white beard first. 

But in this way, there is no way to know the origin of this old white beard, how he got it, the magic 

weapon left by the cultivator and the incomplete cultivating technique. 

Although it is a bit regrettable, overall Lin Kai is still very satisfied. It was originally for the task of 

rewarding the demigod’s ability to extract. 

Therefore, the space ring, and this incomplete cultivation technique, is completely unexpected. 

After Lin Kai thought about it, he condensed a fire and burned the body of the old man with white beard 

to ashes. 

There were a few children here just now, and he didn’t want to be like this in front of the children. Now 

that the children are in the car, they can’t see the scene inside. 

So that Lin Kai just burned. 

He didn’t have any mercy, and he was a little familiar with the grievances displayed by the old white 

beard. 



A restaurant previously purchased by Lin Qianqian was intended to be used as the main outlet for skin 

care products. 

The restaurant owner, there was a grieving spirit there, and he was killed. 

The resentment of the resentful spirit is the same as that of the old man with white beard. 

Obviously, the resentful spirit was refined by the old man with white beard. 

In other words, this old man with white beard is not doing such a frenzied thing for the first time as he 

said. 

For such a vicious person, Lin Kaizi would not let it go. 

However, the system task has not yet been completed. Obviously, Taotao has to be sent back safely to 

complete the task. 

After thinking about it, Lin Kai returned to the car without hesitation, and then took the children, 

including Taotao. 

However, Tao Tao had to send it personally because he sent it to the police and the system has not yet 

been completed. 

It seemed that he had to go there by himself. After talking to the police, he took Taotao back. 

Before going to the police, Lin Kai got in touch with Jiang Wenwen, and then told Jiang Wenwen that he 

didn’t need to come to the police first, he would send Taotao back personally. 

As a result, Lin Kai quickly sent Taotao home. 

Jiang Wenwen was very grateful to Lin Kai for sending her baby back. 

Luo Dagang was shocked, and he didn’t expect Lin Kai to find it. 

However, Luo Dagang still insisted on divorce, Jiang Wenwen also wanted to divorce, but Luo Dagang 

made very excessive demands. 

Lin Kai saw that the system task was completed and rewarded a good demigod extraction ability. 

Not long after he left Jiang Wenwen’s house, he heard that Luo Dagang was about to beat Jiang 

Wenwen. 

By the way, Lin Kai gave Luo Dagang a severe lesson and told him not to come back. As for the divorce, 

the court would justify the judgment. 

He also warned Luo Dagang not to disturb the mother and son again, and at the same time, Lin Kai also 

casually gave Jiang Wenwen a few amulets. 

Luo Dagang was beaten badly by Lin Kai and fled in fright. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai left. 

It was almost evening, Lin Kai drove home and began to study the fragments he had obtained. 



Lin Kai looked at the two methods mentioned above, and he was probably able to master it. 

He is a cultivator of immortality himself, he is still in the Golden Core stage, and he is many times 

stronger than that of the old white beard. 

Coupled with Lin Kai’s talent, even if it is placed among the cultivators, it is also very good. 

So he can learn immediately, first showing a black flame in his hand. 

The black flame was icy cold, like a flame from hell. 

Feeling the power of the black flame, Lin Kai was even more delighted. 
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However, this black flame is also classified. 

At present, Lin Kai only realized that the most basic. According to the above, the highest level of black 

flame can kill the cultivators of the Nascent Soul Stage in one move. 

Lin Kai couldn’t imagine that this was just a fragment. If it were a complete cultivation technique, it 

would definitely be an extraordinary cultivation technique. 

He sighed secretly, it was indeed a pity. 

If you can ask the old man with white beard something, and then go to that place, you may be able to 

find the complete one. 

Lin Kai knew that if he missed it, he missed it. Without thinking about it, he continued to cultivate this 

black flame. 

At present, the basic black flame is still not enough for him, at least he has to cultivate to the level of 

intermediate black flame. 

Ever since, Lin Kai began to focus on this black flame. 

During the period, Lin Kai received a call from Dong Shu, saying that she hadn’t come back yet, but her 

grandmother said that she would invite Lin Kai to dinner and thank Lin Kai for his help. 

Lin Kai originally wanted to postpone it, but after Dong Shu said, she made a big determination. 

That is, Dong Shu succeeded in the postgraduate entrance examination a few months ago and passed 

the admission of a medical school in the next city. 

Originally, Dong Shu didn’t return to the Dong’s house and was planning to go to this school, but since 

she knew her identity, she was caught in a crisis of the Dong’s family fighting for power. 

Fortunately, Lin Kai helped Dong Shu solve the troubles, so he could live a stable life now. 

As a result, Dong Shu planned to put aside the company that was arranged for her by Dong’s family, and 

so on, first concentrate on studying. 



So this was not to invite Lin Kai to have a meal. Dong Shu might not have much time afterwards to see 

Lin Kai. In this way, he invited Lin Kai to have a meal. 

When Lin Kai heard this and understood Dong Shu’s kindness, he agreed. 

There was still nothing happening in Lin Yuan, and he still didn’t come back, and there was no news. If 

the enemy doesn’t move, I won’t move. He still has nothing to do during this time. 

Lin Kai agreed to Dong Shu to go to the next city tomorrow for a meal. 

The next morning, Lin Kai woke up early from his cultivation state. He had been cultivating black flames 

in the first half of the night, and he had cultivated directly to intermediate black flames! . 

In the second half of the night, he started to improve his cultivation level, and he had already broken 

through a small level in the Golden Core Stage! 

It can be said that one night of practice, one after another breakthrough! 

At this time, Lin Kai got up quite satisfied, and after washing a lot, he went to the next city. 

After a few hours, this time, he came to Dong Shu, his former home. 

Before Dong Shu entered Dong’s house, she was still relatively poor. 

Now only her grandmother is there, and sister Dong Shu is now going to college. 

Last time Dong Shu told Lin Kai, where is her home here. 

Lin Kai walked there quickly and found that the door was open. 

Also, a strange man’s voice came from inside. 

“Hello, grandma, you are so young. I was a classmate with Dong Shu when I was in college. My name is 

Xu Kaiwei. I also passed the postgraduate entrance examination to Jiangyou Medical College. I didn’t 

expect that Dong Shu would also come, so please Since Lai, I took Dong Shu to school on behalf of 

Jiangyou Medical College.” 

In the room, a young man dressed in a suit was talking with Dong Shu’s grandmother. 

Obviously, this young man, who he calls himself Xu Kaiwei, had just been here not long. 

In fact, Xu Kaiwei is not what he said, but there is a sentence he said right, that is, he did not expect 

Dong Shu to continue to graduate school. 

He knew that Dong Shus family had some difficulties, and when he was taking the postgraduate 

entrance examination, the expenses were patched together, and he also had various odd jobs. 

When Xu Kaiwei was in university, he was pursuing Dong Shu, but Dong Shu refused. 

Originally, he planned to slightly help Dong Shu who was in difficulty during the postgraduate entrance 

examination. In this way, Dong Shu would be grateful to him, and then he took the opportunity to take 

down Dong Shu. 

Unexpectedly, when he was about to do this, he didn’t know where Dong Shu went. 



Just the day before yesterday, Xu Kaiwei heard that Dong Shu was about to come to the university 

where he was studying, and he was instantly excited. 

This time, instead of doing what he did before, he inquired about Dong Shu’s house and started with 

Dong Shu’s elders first. 

In this way, it is easier to succeed. 

Xu Kaiwei didn’t know that Dong Shu was related to the Dong family of Donghai, otherwise, it would not 

be the case. 

When Xu Kaiwei was very proud, Dong Shus grandmother was puzzled: “Is that right? Why havent I 

heard of Shu’er about you? Besides, Shu’er is sent to school, so you dont have to trouble you. .” 

Xu Kaiwei was stunned. He didn’t expect that Dong Shu would be given away. 

In his impression, when Dong Shu used to go to school, he always took a bus or something, and he was 

not willing to even take a taxi. 

The reason why Xu Kaiwei now remembers that he wants to give Dong Shu off is because he recently 

bought a good luxury car. This is naturally bought for him at home, just to show it, this came. 

Thinking of this, Xu Kaiwei quickly said: “You don’t need to trouble others. I’ll send Dong Shu off. 

Anyway, we were classmates when we were in college, and now we are also admitted to a university for 

postgraduate entrance examinations. I just gave it to you because of the fate. You just said, Didnt Dong 

Shu go to the vegetable market to buy vegetables? Tell her not to buy it. At noon, I will ask Dong Shu 

and grandma to eat directly. 

It’s the kind of very good restaurant. After eating, I will send you back. Then I will send Dong Shu to the 

school to report. You see, this is so good, it doesn’t need to be so troublesome. “ 

Dong Shu’s grandmother was actually a bit displeased with Xu Kaiwei. With the eyes of her living for so 

many years, how could she not see Xu Kaiwei’s careful thoughts. But she couldn’t drive away Xu Kaiwei 

directly, so she said, “Shu’er is coming back soon, so you don’t need to go, you just sit down.” 

At the same time, Lin Kai outside was about to walk in. 

Immediately, he heard footsteps upstairs behind him. 

It was Dong Shu who came back. Dong Shu was carrying several bags of vegetables, chicken, duck and 

fish, and all kinds of fresh vegetables. 

Obviously, it is going to make a big meal. 

Dong Shu didnt expect that as soon as she raised her head, she saw Lin Kai. Standing at the door, she 

couldnt help but smile: “Lin Kai, why dont you go in. I didnt expect that you would come so soon. You 

will come when I am cooking.” 

Dong Shu still wanted to talk to Lin Kai, but suddenly, she heard a man’s voice at home. 

Dong Shu frowned in an instant, and then quickly came to the door. 



Lin Kai saw Dong Shu’s appearance and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

“A very annoying person came to my house.” Dong Shu said to Lin Kai without shy. 

Lin Kai suddenly laughed, it seemed that it was Xu Kaiwei. 

Lin Kai didn’t say anything, and then walked into the house with Dong Shu. 

Dong Shu was the most advanced, so Xu Kaiwei, who was sitting there, saw Dong Shu coming in at a 

glance. 
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As a result, Xu Kaiwei suddenly became energetic, looked at Dong Shu, and said proudly: “Dong Shu, I 

also knew last night that you are coming to enroll. I didn’t expect that we two would pass the 

postgraduate entrance examination and pass the entrance to a school. , Its quite a coincidence. I was 

enrolled in this school last year for the postgraduate entrance examination, and I know the environment 

inside. 

Plus, I bought a new car two days ago as your old classmate. So I came here specially to take you to 

school. Then take you to familiarize yourself with the school environment. “ 

Dong Shu frowned her eyebrows and declined, “No, someone sent me to school. Besides, I didn’t call 

you, so I’m sorry.” 

The implication is that I didn’t ask you to come, you wanted to come, and you ordered to evict you. 

I don’t know if Xu Kaiwei pretended not to understand, or he really didn’t understand, and ignored the 

second half of Dong Shu’s sentence. 

He immediately said: “I know your family, besides grandmother, which relatives are here? Moreover, in 

the future, we will still be classmates from a school. It is even more reasonable for us to pick you up. I 

dont need others, its me. Right.” 

Xu Kaiwei is to show off his financial resources in front of Dong Shu, and let him see that he is very rich. 

In his opinion, which woman is not vain, which woman does not worship gold. 

When I was in university before, it was because my family company had a crisis, which made it difficult 

to talk about how rich I was in the university for a few years. 

Fortunately, last month’s company had a large amount of investment from the Leiyuan Group from the 

East China Sea. The company not only solved the crisis, but also developed vigorously. 

This way, I have money, and I just got the postgraduate entrance examination, and my family is happy, 

so I bought a luxury car. 

“Xu Kaiwei, I said no, please go back.” 

Dong Shu heard Xu Kaiwei say this, and knew that Xu Kaiwei would not listen if she didn’t point it 

directly, so she spoke decisively. 



With that said, she wanted to bring the big bags in her hands, fresh vegetables, chicken, duck and fish to 

the kitchen. Later, she will cook for Lin Kai and make a good lunch. 

Invited Lin Kai over. On the one hand, it was his grandmother who thanked Lin Kai very much and sent 

her sister to study in the provincial capital. 

On the other hand, it is myself. If I want to study myself, I choose to continue studying. During this 

period, naturally it was not as before, so I went to see Lin Kai if I wanted to. 

Therefore, Dong Shu thought, making a good meal for Lin Kai. 

It’s just that she didn’t expect that Xu Kaiwei would come to her door. Since graduating from school, she 

has never contacted Xu Kaiwei or communicated at all. 

In addition, Xu Kaiwei was quite annoying before, and now Dong Shu directly refuses to give Xu Kaiwei 

any face, and does not hesitate to issue an order to evict the guest. 

Unexpectedly, Xu Kaiwei has a thicker skin than before. At this time, instead of having any intention to 

leave, he approached Dong Shu, seeming to want to help Dong Shu, carrying a few large bags of chicken, 

duck, fish, fresh vegetables, etc. . 

Dong Shu definitely wouldn’t, let Xu Kaiwei hold it, otherwise, Xu Kaiwei would definitely stay on this 

excuse. 

She directly shook the big bags of vegetables and meat, and then said to Xu Kaiwei: “Xu Kaiwei, what are 

you doing, I am not without a long hand. Besides, there are guests from my house today, and there is 

nothing you have left. Chopsticks and bowls.” 

The meaning is more clear, let Xu Kaiwei go quickly. 

Before Xu Kaiwei could speak, Dong Shus grandmother walked out of the kitchen, and saw Dong Shu 

coming back with a few big bags of vegetables, and said with a smile: “How is Lin Kai Xiaolin’s appetite? 

I’m afraid these dishes are not enough. .” 

Just as Dong Shu was about to say something, Xu Kaiwei asked in surprise: “Lin Kai Xiaolin? Who is he? Is 

that the one who will take you to the school today? It is also a guest for dinner?” 

Dong Shu glanced at Xu Kaiwei in disgust, and ignored him. Instead, she turned towards Lin Kai who 

came back and smiled: “Lin Kai, do I have enough food?” 

“Of course it’s enough, it’s not practical to buy so many.” Lin Kai heard the conversation between Dong 

Shu and her grandmother, and he immediately shook his head and laughed in response. 

He is now a cultivator of the Golden Core Stage, and it is not a big problem if he does not eat or drink for 

several months. The main reason I still eat is that I am used to eating every day, but the amount of food 

is similar to before. 

“Enough is enough. Anyway, I cook a few good dishes, and my grandma also cooks a few good dishes.” 

Dong Shu said with a sigh of relief. 



“Yes, Xiaolin. First, wait patiently. My granddaughter and I will cook a few good dishes and treat you 

well.” Dong Shu’s grandmother also opened to Lin politely. 

Xu Kaiwei was stunned. Even Dong Shu’s grandmother was very enthusiastic about the man in front of 

him, who seemed to be younger than him. 

Xu Kaiwei thought of himself again, and Dong Shu’s grandmother just poured a glass of water for him. 

Then compare this person named Lin Kai, this is a sharp contrast. 

Especially Dong Shu still cooks herself, which makes Xu Kaiwei jealous. 

At this moment, Dong Shu’s grandmother, while taking the dishes from Dong Shu, said to Dong Shu: 

“You will entertain Xiaolin first, I will prepare all the dishes first, and you will come again after I have 

finished a few dishes. Everything is ready, and you fry fast too, lest Xiaolin wait too much.” 

As Dong Shu’s grandmother said, she took all the dishes into the kitchen and got busy. 

At this time, Xu Kaiwei was still cheeky, standing there, then looking at Lin Kai, and said in a strange tone 

of yin and yang: “Boy, you are Dong Shu’s grandmother, who poured some fascination soup, and was so 

passionate about you. “ 

Lin Kai glanced at Xu Kaiwei and said casually: “Maybe I am more handsome than you, or it may be the 

reason why I look like a good person and you look like a bad person.” 

When Xu Kaiwei heard this, he suddenly worked hard. What does this kid mean? Say he is a bad guy? 

But Dong Shu next to Lin Kai couldn’t help but chuckled, thinking that Lin Kai was too right. Of course, it 

wasn’t just for this reason, besides Lin Kai helping her sister, he also showed great kindness to her. 

After all, it was only when she was in Dong’s house that she was able to hold her hands and feet in 

Dong’s house until now. 

At this point, Dong Shu’s grandmother was also very grateful to Lin Kai. 

To be precise, Dong Shu’s grandma’s position in the heart is even higher than Dong Shu. 

After Xu Kaiwei’s brief anger, he could guess that it was Lin Kai who sent Dong Shu to school, so he said 

to Lin Kai in an unquestionable tone: “Boy, as Dong Shus old classmate, Its the same graduate school 

again. So I should come to pick Dong Shu off. After you finish eating, you dont need to send Dong Shu 

off.” 

Lin Kai didn’t care, but said: “I don’t care, it depends on what Dong Shu means.” 
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Lin Kai really didn’t care, but Dong Shu also proposed to give her off last night. 

It just happened that he had nothing to do, and he went along, so he directly agreed. 

If Dong Shu temporarily changed her attention now, he would have no suggestions. 



Before Dong Shu could speak, Xu Kaiwei thought it was an opportunity, and he immediately said to Dong 

Shu: “Dong Shu, when you came back from shopping, you should have seen a black Porsche on the first 

floor. That is the latest model. The Porsche is still top-of-the-line. It’s probably more than two million. 

The seats are very soft. 

We are still some distance away from the school, so sitting in my car is still quite comfortable, it is not 

comparable to other cars. “ 

Xu Kaiwei said this, and then immediately said: “This kid is younger than me, and he wears very ordinary 

clothes. There shouldn’t be much money at home. Even if he has a car, he drives ordinary cars. Our 

school is In the suburbs, a section of the road is very bumpy. It will definitely be unsafe to ride in his car, 

so I’ll take my car and be safe.” 

Upon hearing this, Dong Shu was very speechless for Xu Kaiwei. Not only was he speechless for Xu 

Kaiwei, such a cheeky, but also because of Xu Kaiwei’s inexplicable self-confidence. 

She knew Lin Kai’s identity, let alone Lin Kai, even she now drives better cars than Xu Kaiwei’s. 

Going to school was to study and further study herself, so that, instead of driving her own car, she asked 

Lin Kai to send her there. 

On the contrary, Xu Kaiwei was showing off, and he looked down on Lin Kai so much, which made Dong 

Shu hate Xu Kaiwei even more. 

Therefore, Dong Shu said calmly: “I have said it many times, no need. The same applies to the car I drive 

in Lin.” 

Since Lin Kai didn’t say anything, Dong Shu naturally wouldn’t say that Lin Kai’s car was better than Xu 

Kaiwei’s. 

However, if I didnt say this, Xu Kaiwei thought that he was right, and smiled even more disdainfully: 

“Same? Im the latest Porsche. To be honest, if I dont think its keeping a low profile, Ill add more money 

to buy four. Its five million. I dont need to rely on my family. Although I was a graduate student for a 

year, I also had a long internship in the First Peoples Hospital here. As long as I get my diploma, I will be 

the deputy director immediately. 

At that time, gradually increase qualifications. The improvement will also be very fast. You dont know 

that I have channels in that respect. At that time, any car could be afforded. More importantly, my 

company has recently been invested by a large group, and it will develop very quickly in the future. In a 

few years, it will become a listed company. “ 

Xu Kaiwei began to brag about himself, and the more he spoke, the more energetic he became. 

In fact, in the past few days, he has been bragging about himself constantly to the people around him. 

After all, his own company finally turned over, and he also rose with the tide. Significant changes have 

taken place in both material aspects and future achievements. 

It can be said that the people in the whole school basically admire him for having such a good channel, 

and he can make a lot of money lying down. 



But to Xu Kaiwei’s disappointment, Dong Shu’s face was very calm. 

In his opinion, Dong Shu should use envy. Looked at him with admiring eyes. However, not only was that 

gaze useless, but with a trace of contempt, as if he looked down on it very much. 

Xu Kaiwei was stunned for a moment. Shouldn’t he look envious for such a remarkable achievement? 

Why did he suffer from the contemptuous look of Dao Dong-sook? 

He was puzzled, and said: “Dong Shu, don’t think you are studying for graduate school in medical school. 

After graduation, even if you are going to take a PhD exam. After you come out, it will definitely not be 

as good as my achievements. According to my plan, In a few years, I will open a hospital by myself. At 

that time, I was the head of the hospital and opened it in the city center.” 

As Xu Kaiwei spoke, he looked at Lin Kai again, and couldn’t help but sneered: “My future achievement 

is destined to make 99.9% of people look up, even my children and grandchildren. You have to look up. 

Unlike some people, who don’t even have any respect, this kind of person is destined to be nothing.” 

Xu Kaiwei said this paragraph while looking at Lin Kai, obviously speaking to Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai didn’t say anything, just smiled and didn’t care. 

Dong Shu is almost speechless. This is not to say that Lin Kai is insincere, he is destined to be an ordinary 

person, will he not have any achievements? 

She was speechless and speechless at this point. If Lin Kai was an ordinary person and had nothing to 

accomplish, no one could compare to Lin Kai except for a few people in the world. 

He also talked about operating hospitals. Although Lin Kai didn’t open any hospitals, Dong Shu knew that 

Lin Kai had his own entertainment company in Beijing, which was one of the three largest entertainment 

companies in China. 

I dont know how much profit I made in a year. What’s more, Lin Kai also has shares in many companies 

in the East China Sea. 

Dong Shu also heard from Lin Qianqian about Lin Kai’s investment in a movie. The profit after the 

release of that movie is absolutely huge. 

At this point, Xu Kaiwei was slammed, let alone other aspects. 

As a result, Dong Shu looked at Xu Kaiwei with a more contemptuous look. 

Xu Kaiwei was confused again, what is going on? He has said everything so clearly, why is Dong Shu still 

like this? Could it be that this kid is richer than him, or something? 

Just thinking about it, Xu Kaiwei denied it. If it was true, he didn’t think that Dong Shu or Lin Kai would 

definitely not say it. I was in a hurry for a long time, saying that Lin Kai was very rich. 

But it didn’t, which proved that Lin Kai was not the kind of rich. What’s more, what Lin Kai wears is so 

cheap, and what kind of financial resources can he use to sell goods. 

Thinking of this, Xu Kaiwei became more confident. 



At the same time, he still stayed stubbornly, he mainly looked, after eating, looked at the car that this 

kid drove, and then laughed. Then it formed a contrast with his car. In this way, Dong Shu could see the 

gap between him and Lin Kai more intuitively. 

Next, even if Dong Shu despised him, Xu Kaiwei still stayed here. 

Especially Xu Kaiwei’s old classmates, and now they are also from a school, so Dong Shu is really not 

good, so he will just drive Xu Kaiwei away. 

It’s nothing to eat a meal anyway. 

In this way, after almost one or two hours, a sumptuous lunch, under Dong Shu and her grandmother, 

there are eleven or two dishes, seven meat and four vegetarian soup. 

Xu Kaiwei was also cheeky and went to the table on his own. 

Xu Kaiwei first tasted it, and after a meal, he praised Dong Shu’s grandmother, “I didn’t expect you to 

have such a craft, Dong Shu is really happy.” 
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Dong Shu’s grandmother was actually annoying Xu Kaiwei, but after all, she was a classmate of her 

granddaughter, and she was in a school in the future. 

She said: “It’s delicious, so eat more.” 

Dong Shu’s grandmother said, and with a smile on her face, she kept adding vegetables to Lin Kai and 

said with a smile: “Xiao Lin, try my craftsmanship with Shu’er. Especially Shu’er’s craftsmanship is better 

than me.” 

Xu Kaiwei was very upset when he saw it. Why did he and this kid’s treatment be so different? 

Originally today, he was also prepared to please Dong Shu’s grandmother, and then show his financial 

resources to Dong Shu. He believed that Dong Shu would definitely fall quickly. 

He didn’t expect that Cheng Yaojin halfway through, completely ruined his opportunity. 

Therefore, Xu Kaiwei became more upset with Lin Kai, seeing that a lot of meat in Lin Kai’s bowl was 

either Dong Shu’s grandmother, or Dong Shu gave it to Lin Kai. 

He snorted coldly: “Eating so much meat, I am not afraid of getting various diseases, especially the three 

highs.” 

Dong Shu’s grandmother smiled and said, “You have to worry too much about this. Xiaolin is a very good 

doctor, and he has a sense of measure.” 

The reason why Dong Shu’s grandmother knew that Lin Kai’s medical skills was still through her mobile 

phone. Dong Zhenni told her about Lin Kai’s treatment for a sudden illness patient on the plane. 

In addition, Dong Shu once told her that Lin Kai had used medical skills to save her life. 



So now, Dong Shu’s grandmother said so. 

But after Xu Kaiwei heard it, he laughed and pointed at Lin Kai, as if he had heard some international 

joke, and smiled disdainfully: “A very good doctor? How good is his medical skill at such a young age. 

Grandma Dong, don’t you I was deceived by him. Dong Shu University and I majored in medicine. Now 

graduate students are also in medical school. 

Dong Shu and I dare not say how good our medical skills are, and we are only at the level of internship in 

the hospital. This kid looks younger than me. I even suspect that he just went to college, right? Even if 

they are also studying medicine, they must be incomparable to us, not to mention what medical skills 

are very good. “ 

Lin Kai and Dong Shu had long been listening to Xu Kaiwei’s words as if they were deaf, and ignored 

them. This kind of thick-skinned, just ignore it. 

As for Dong Shu’s grandmother, she was quite old when she was old, and now Xu Kaiwei still satirizes Lin 

Kai. Lin Kai’s position in her heart is higher than that of Dong Shu, and she suddenly became unhappy, 

and said solemnly to Xu Kaiwei: “You are Shu’er’s old classmate, I just let you stay here for dinner. 

What you said just now, if it werent for you already sitting here to eat, Ill just kick you out of the house, 

let alone eating. If you dare to take a step further in the future, you should not blame me for calling the 

police to break into the house. Moreover, with regard to your mediocre medical skills, what would you 

compare with Kobayashi? “ 

Dong Shu’s grandmother was not empty talk, because her granddaughter Dong Shu had also said long 

ago that her level is completely different from Lin Kai. 

Especially once, Lin Kai gave Dong Shu a prescription, and that prescription directly cured Dong Shu’s 

grandmother, who had not been cured for many years. 

This is the reason why Dong Shu’s grandmother is truly confident in Lin Kai. 

Xu Kaiwei naturally didn’t believe it, thinking that Dong Shu’s grandmother was old and confused, and 

disdainfully said: “Grandma Dong, you should be confused. Lin Kai is not worthy to compare with me.” 

Dong Shu’s grandmother immediately said, “Compared with the director of the central hospital in the 

provincial capital, at your level, which one is better?” 

Xu Kaiwei was stunned for a moment. The central hospital in the provincial capital was a top three 

hospital in the whole country. The directors inside are all with old qualifications, post-doctorate, and 

studying abroad. In short, there is no simple one, he certainly can’t match. 

Don’t say it can’t be compared, it’s impossible in this life, to have that level. 

The most important thing is that compared with the director of the Provincial Central Hospital, 

incomparability is not a shame, but a normal thing. 

As a result, Xu Kaiwei admitted it generously, and said: “I and the director of the Provincial Central 

Hospital are naturally far behind me. But I am still young, and I will always have a level in the future.” 



Dong Shu’s grandmother continued: “Then you are inferior to Xiao Lin, because I think Xiao Lin is worse 

than the director of the Provincial Central Hospital.” 

“What a joke!” 

Xu Kaiwei laughed out instantly: “Grandma Dong, you are really confused. I advise you to take back this 

sentence. I also advise you not to talk to other people, so as not to make people laugh. This kid’s medical 

skills are comparable Had to be the director of the Provincial Central Hospital? It’s a joke! I have never 

heard of this kid. Where can you compare with the director of the central hospital!” 

Dong Shus grandmother did not show a weak response: “Its incomparable, and its not justified. I have a 

leg disease for many years. The director of the central hospital for this disease can only treat the 

symptoms but not the root cause. Kobayashis prescriptions , But it can directly cure the root cause, and 

the disease for many years will soon heal. You said, can Xiaolin be comparable?” 

Later, Dong Shu’s grandmother gave specific details of her disease, and some famous medical experts 

treated the disease only for the symptoms but not the root cause. 

After Xu Kaiwei heard Dong Shu’s grandmother’s words, his face suddenly looked ugly. He knew the 

disease. It could only cure the symptoms but not the root cause. Why could this kid be cured? Is it luck 

or real ability? 

At this moment, Dong Shus cell phone rang, she picked it up, then interrupted quickly, and asked Lin Kai: 

“There is a respectable professor in my school named Yang Deren. He said he is from Baishan. Tang. I 

heard that I have a relationship with you, so I want me to ask you if you have time to go to school, and 

then give a speech at the welcome party for the freshmen of our school.” 

Yang Deren? Baishantang? 

Lin Kai was taken aback for a moment, then remembered that this Yang Deren is the grandfather of Yang 

Mengzi and Yang Xiaxing. 

He didn’t expect that Yang Deren was still a professor at the medical school, and his status seemed very 

unusual. He did not expect that Yang Deren would ask Dong Shu to learn to speak. 

It seems that Yang Deren, Yang Mengzi, and Yang Xiaxing were very embarrassed, and personally told 

Lin Kai, that was why Dong Shu relayed it. 

Why do you know that Dong Shuhui’s relationship with Lin Kai is unusual? It should be that Baishantang 

not only cooperated with Lin Qianqian’s company, but also cooperated with the company previously 

managed by Dong Shu. 

As Lin Kai thought about it, Xu Kaiwei was stunned. How could he not know who Yang Deren was? That 

is the treasure of the school. Now many famous medical experts in China are students of Yang Deren. 

Yang Deren ranks among the top in the country in Chinese medicine, and he has very high attainments. 

Xu Kaiwei never expected that Yang Deren would personally invite Lin Kai to give a speech. 

Chapter 1586: Passing The Torch 



Chapter 1586 

As a result, Xu Kaiwei was really confused. Even Yang Deren, who is very prestigious in the medical field, 

personally invited Lin Kai to give a speech. This shows what? 

It shows that, at the very least, Lin Kai has been recognized by Yang Deren in medicine. 

Except for a few disciples of Yang Deren, no one else can be recognized by Yang Deren. 

And those few disciples, without exception, also enjoyed very high status in the medical world. 

There are Chinese medicine and Western medicine. In short, those who can be recognized by Yang 

Deren will have extraordinary achievements in the future. 

Not to mention the future achievements, the current medical skills must have alarmed Yang Deren, so 

he was invited like this. 

In fact, Lin Kai was also a little speechless in his heart, he just helped Baishantang solve the trouble, why 

was Yang Deren invited him so? 

What he didn’t know was that the video of him rescuing Zhou Yanru on the plane was circulated in the 

medical circle of Yang Deren. 

When Yang Deren was playing the video, Yang Mengzi and Yang Xiaxing were beside him, especially 

after Yang Mengzi heard Lin Kai’s voice, he knew it was Lin Kai the first time. 

Yang Deren learned that in the video, Zhou Yanru was quickly awakened by Lin Kai, who had previously 

helped him solve the trouble in this Baishantang. 

For Lin Kai, I had listened to his granddaughter Yang Mengzi before and always praised Lin Kai. 

At that time, he thought his granddaughter was in love with Lin Kai, and didn’t care about Lin Kai. 

But after watching the video, Yang Deren knew that Lin Kai’s medical skills were definitely not simple, 

and his granddaughter Yang Mengzi seemed to be very interesting to Lin Kai. 

It happened that his Baishantang was cooperating with Lin Qianqian and Dong Shu’s company, and he 

also knew that Lin Kai was a shareholder of these two companies. 

Because it was not easy to directly invite Lin Kai, I learned that Dong Shu would continue to study in 

graduate school, which happened to be the same school. I also learned about Lin Kai and went to Dong 

Shu’s. 

Yang Deren, through Dong Shu, came to Lin Li’s invitation. 

At this time, although Dong Shu’s grandmother didn’t understand these headlines, she had also heard of 

Yang Deren of Baishantang, who was a real famous doctor. What’s more, he is a professor at Jiangyou 

Medical College, and I heard that he is about to be promoted to vice president. 

So Dong Shus grandmother turned to Xu Kaiwei, who had an ugly face, and said, “How about it, am I 

right? Xiaolins medical skills are not only comparable to the director of the central hospital, but also by 



Professor Yang Deren from your school. , I was invited to the school. This was not to prove that Xiaolin 

was affirmed by Professor Yang Deren. 

In contrast, you are just a student of that school, and you didn’t get any prizes. So, you have no 

qualifications to compare with Kobayashi. “ 

Dong Shu’s grandmother was unceremonious. After all, Xu Kaiwei, she did feel that this person was not 

very good. It was the kind that could be seen at a glance. It was originally because of the face of Dong 

Shu, an old classmate, that Xu Kaiwei stayed here for dinner. 

She didn’t expect that Xu Kaiwei would actually say that Lin Kai, she was getting older, and she should 

maintain the attitude of elders towards young people. As a result, Xu Kaiwei touched the new Niqin, 

which made her have to say so. 

On the contrary, Xu Kaiwei was still thick-skinned, thicker than the Great Wall, and was said to be 

indifferent. 

At the same time, he still didnt believe that Lin Kai was really invited by Professor Yang Deren, so he 

looked at Lin Kai and said with disdain: “Just you? Was invited by Professor Yang Deren? As a student 

there, I have been there several times. The professor’s class, why I don’t know why Lin Kai was invited?” 

Dong Shu explained to the side, “This matter itself is the old Professor Yang Deren, who temporarily 

talked to the dean, let alone you, many teachers in the college dont know about it. Do you think you are 

qualified to interact with those Teacher to compare?” 

When Dong Shu said that, Xu Kaiwei was embarrassed no matter how thick-skinned he was, but he 

would not admit anything, so he hummed: “I don’t believe this kid, what can I say. I think it is Professor 

Yang Deren, I guess This kid was invited only because of misconceptions. I’m afraid this kid will be 

ashamed on stage by then!” 

As the person involved, Lin Kai did not rush and ate his food. I have to say that Dong Shu and her 

grandmother did very delicious dishes. 

After Lin Kai finished his last meal, he just heard Xu Kaiweis words, and said lightly: “Is it embarrassing? 

You wont know if you listen to it on the spot. Im going to talk about it, but your school teacher, I cant 

teach it. Dont let the time come. After youve listened a little, you beg me to take my class.” 

Originally, Lin Kai didn’t really want to accept Yang Deren’s invitation. Although he did understand 

Chinese medicine well, he didn’t know that much. Most of the time, he still relied on Zhen Qi for 

treatment. 

However, the system just released a task, which is to accept the invitation and teach a class of Chinese 

medicine for the students of that school. The system has given Lin Kai the advanced knowledge of 

Chinese medicine. 

In this case, Lin Kai only needs to transform his knowledge and pass it on to those students. 

The name of the task is to pass on from the fire to pass on some of the knowledge of traditional Chinese 

medicine that was previously lost to those students. 

That’s why Lin Kaicai said, don’t ask him to go to class then, because this part is very rare. 



The task reward is gold extraction ability. Although it is not a high-level extraction ability, Lin Kai still 

feels that he has some obligation to teach this kind of salary. 

Coupled with the gold extraction capacity, there may be something good, so I finally decided to go. 

Moreover, it was just right to send Dong Shu there, so he would not miss too much time. 

At this time, Xu Kaiwei seemed to have heard some big joke, and sneered at Lin again and again: “What 

an international joke! I will beg you? If you think too much, it will be impossible in this life!” 

After Xu Kaiwei finished speaking, he originally planned to eat a few bites, because he also thought the 

dish was still delicious, but when he saw it, he found that these dishes were almost eaten. 

He was dumbfounded. He knew he would eat first and then talk. Now that he doesn’t even have food, 

he can’t eat food. 

Lin Kai cleaned up the meal, then smiled and said to Dong Shu’s grandmother, “Thank you, Dong Shu, for 

your hospitality. Your craftsmanship with Dong Shu is really good. So when you discuss, I will Can’t help 

but finish eating.” 

Dong Shus grandmother, instead of showing any dissatisfaction, said with a smile on her face: “Its okay, 

its okay, its fine to eat, and its fine. If you want to eat in the future, you can ask Shuer to bring you here. 

Eat often.” 

Xu Kaiwei was even more depressed when he heard that he didn’t even eat any food, but he still heard 

that grandma Dong Shu said to Lin Kai. 

Chapter 1587 Are You Serious? 

It didn’t take long for everyone to eat everything that should be eaten, but Xu Kaiwei was still hungry. 

At this time, Dong Shu began to speak to her grandmother: “Grandma, now you are at home alone, take 

good care of yourself, but I also continue to study here. During the holidays, I will visit you often.” 

Although Dong Shu is now firmly established in Dong’s house, her grandmother is still used to living 

here. After all, after living for so many years, she has not been willing to follow her to Donghai. 

When Dong Shu’s grandmother heard this, her face was full of smiles. She used to be accompanied by 

Dong Zhenni here, but now Dong Zhenni is going to college. She thought she was enjoying the lonely old 

man in advance, but Dong Shu came back. 

More importantly, the more she looked at Lin Kai, the more satisfied she became, as if she really wanted 

Dong Shu to marry Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai saw it naturally, but he felt helpless in his heart. 

Xu Kaiwei could also see that he was immediately jealous. He originally planned to satisfy Dong Shu’s 

grandmother first, but was interrupted by Lin Kai. 

Soon, Lin Kai, Dong Shu, and Xu Kaiwei went downstairs together. 



To be precise, it was Lin Kai and Dong Shu who talked and laughed together and went downstairs. And 

Xu Kaiwei continued to play with his cheeky, insisting on following Lin Kai and Dong Shu. 

When he was about to get down to the first floor, Xu Kaiwei took the lead and arrived on the first floor 

earlier than Lin Kai and Dong Shu. 

When Lin Kai and Dong Shu also arrived on the first floor, Xu Kaiwei couldn’t help pointing. A black 

Porsche on the opposite side unconsciously said to Dong Shu: “Dong Shu, I haven’t bought this car for a 

few days. Brand new and very good. Or, come with me to take a look, what’s the space inside? The 

space inside is very comfortable, and it comes with a TV screen. 

There is still some distance away from the school, so in the past, you can sit in a comfortable chair while 

watching TV. It’s easy to get motion sickness when looking at the phone, so let’s take my car “ 

Xu Kaiwei confidently introduced him. He believed that under his introduction, Dong Shu would 

definitely follow him. After all, this Porsche, whether in terms of price or appearance, is quite good, and 

it is also loved by most girls. 

What makes Xu Kaiwei very depressed is that Dong Shu did not show any affection, but refused very 

calmly: “I said it a long time ago, I don’t need you to send it. If you go back earlier, you don’t listen, you 

drive yourself. Let’s go. I’ll be in the car that Lin drove.” 

After Dong Shu finished speaking, she didn’t pay any attention to Xu Kaiwei anymore. It was a miracle 

that she could bear it till now. If it weren’t for Lin Kai to be by the side, to maintain the image of a lady, 

or to let this annoying Xu Kaiwei get out. 

So at this time, Dong Shu followed Lin Kai to leave and went to Lin Kai’s car. 

Xu Kaiwei’s face was just as shameless. Instead of getting in his car, he followed Lin Kai and Dong Shu. 

He wanted to see what kind of car Lin Kai was. He had to laugh at it, because he felt that no matter how 

good the car Lin drove, it couldn’t be his. 

At that time, he only needs to tell the comparison between his car and Lin’s car, so that it will be better 

for Dong Shu to understand his car more clearly, so that Dong Shu can ride in his car. 

After thinking about it, Xu Kaiwei immediately became proud again. But before he had gone far, he was 

stopped by a big man. 

The big man pointed at Xu Kaiwei’s Porsche and roared: “Boy, that car is yours?” 

Xu Kaiwei was instantly stunned. He couldn’t think of why the big man would ask such a question, but 

thinking about it in broad daylight, he was not afraid of how the big man would treat him. 

Besides, Lin Kai and Dong Shu are still walking in front. If they are seen by them, wouldn’t he be 

embarrassed if he is afraid of this big man. 

As a result, Xu Kaiwei was not afraid of this big man anymore, and said hardly: “What’s wrong with my 

car? At first glance, you just can’t drive this kind of car. I want to try this car’s hand feeling? I tell you, 

No! How can a poor man like you drive my car!” 



Not only is he not afraid, but he also has to behave bravely. If Dong Shu sees him, he will definitely be 

treated differently by Dong Shu. 

However, what embarrassed Xu Kaiwei was that the next moment, the big man rolled up his arms. Both 

thick arms were stronger than Xu Kaiwei’s thighs. 

Especially the upper muscles are very strong, and at first glance they are very powerful. 

And this big man showed a fierce look at Xu Kaiwei, and sneered: “Boy, you say it again? I put my 

motorcycle in there. The parking space was bought by I. I specially marked it with a sign next to it. It is 

the place where my locomotive is parked. But you kid, ignoring that brand, even dared to drive in. 

Just drive in, but my locomotive is still inside. If you drive in like this, my locomotive can’t get out at all! I 

stayed here for half an hour, finally waiting for the owner! What a kid! Now it not only drives to my 

parking space, but also blocks my locomotive. Now it is so arrogant! Are you rich? If you dont pay one 

thousand or two thousand today, dont want to leave! “ 

The big man lifted Xu Kaiwei up like a chicken. 

Xu Kaiwei shouted in horror: “I will pay! I will pay!” 

At the same time, Xu Kaiwei also noticed that Lin Kai and Dong Shu’s gaze fell on him, and he suddenly 

wanted to find a place to get in, which was too shameful. 

He didn’t make Lin Kai ashamed, but he was ashamed in advance. 

He also had to spend one or two thousand to compensate the big man, and then drove the car out in a 

very embarrassing manner. 

After Xu Kaiwei got out of the car, Lin Kai and Dong Shu came to the side of the car, which was the Rolls-

Royce Phantom. 

Before Lin Kai and Dong Shu started getting in the car, Xu Kaiwei drove over, then stopped there, and 

then looked at Lin Kai and Dong Shu. 

Because next to the Rolls-Royce Phantom, there was an ordinary car in the early 100,000s. 

Xu Kaiwei believed that Lin opened the ordinary car in the early 100,000’s. He couldn’t help but open 

the car window, and then said to Dong Shu: “Dong Shu, do you really want to ride this car? I tell you, this 

car will be very shaky and incomplete when walking on the bumpy road. And the tires of the car, It looks 

inferior at first sight, maybe its a puncture when you drive it, its too dangerous.” 

“Are you serious?” Dong Shu glanced at Xu Kaiwei in surprise, then said. 

She was very puzzled, because Xu Kaiwei said that although the Rolls-Royce Phantom is not the top 

class, it is not bad. It also belongs to the kind of millennial car. 

Chapter 1588: Hard Hit 

Chapter 1588 



So compared to the Porsche, the Rolls-Royce Phantom is several grades higher. If even the tires of the 

Rolls-Royce Phantom are inferior, wouldn’t Xu Kaiwei’s own Porsche tires be even worse? 

Although no matter how expensive the car is, it is indeed possible to puncture the tire if it is driven. 

But under the same circumstances, the more expensive cars are often less likely than the cheaper cars, 

right? 

How confident is Xu Kaiwei that his Porsche is less prone to a flat tire than Lin Kai’s Rolls-Royce 

Phantom? 

That’s why Dong Shu was puzzled and couldn’t help asking. 

Xu Kaiwei heard what Dong Shu said and thought that Dong Shu did not understand the car, and was 

about to talk to Dong Shu about the price difference between this car, not only in the brand, but also in 

the quality. 

After all, the better the car, the better the functions and the better the quality. 

When he was about to speak, he saw that Lin Kai had come to the trunk of the Rolls-Royce Phantom 

next to him. 

Naturally, Lin Kai opened the trunk and put Dong Shu’s luggage in the trunk. 

But in Xu Kaiweis eyes, he thought that Lin Kai was looking at the Rolls-Royce Phantom there, so he 

mocked: “Boy, haven’t you seen the Rolls-Royce Phantom? I like the way you have never seen the world 

before, this one. The Rolls-Royce Phantom, if I guess right, is the latest model. 

It is a limited edition, and the original price was 10.5 million. Thanks to the car **** Tiger, using this car 

has caused this car to be favored by many wealthy people, and now it has become priceless. Just say 15 

million less to get it. Moreover, this kind of car cannot be won by ordinary people. 

I didn’t expect that there are still people in this community who can afford to drive this car. Boy, I advise 

you not to look at it, so as not to stain this luxury car. Even if you sell the house and sell the car, you 

can’t afford to work for a lifetime. “ 

Xu Kaiwei seemed to be kindly reminding Lin Kai, but in fact his tone was full of cynicism. 

Xu Kaiwei saw Lin Kai, still staying there in the Rolls-Royce Phantom, behind the car, and continued to 

sneer: “Still watching, hehe, even touching it with his hands, I’m afraid you don’t know. If you drop a 

piece of paint on this luxury car, you can focus on your salary for one year. If you…” 

Before Xu Kaiwei could finish speaking, his eyes widened the next moment, as if he had seen a ghost. 

Only because Lin Kai opened the trunk of the Rolls-Royce Phantom directly, and put Dong Shu’s suitcase 

in it, he looked back at Xu Kaiwei and curiously said: “You just said a lot. I didnt hear you too clearly, 

would you say it again?” 

Lin Kai did not hear clearly, because he was watching secretly the knowledge of Chinese medicine given 

by the system. Not only did he teach those students, he had benefited a lot after seeing it himself, and 

he had to feel the power of Chinese medicine. 



Xu Kaiwei thought that Lin Kai had said this deliberately, but he couldn’t refute anything, but his 

expression was very embarrassed. He first looked at the ordinary car in the early 100,000s, then the 

Rolls-Royce Phantom, and then looked at Lin Kai with some disbelief, and asked, “This, this Rolls-Royce 

Phantom, is… is yours?” 

While talking, Xu Kaiwei swallowed. He really couldn’t believe it. To be precise, he couldn’t accept such a 

strong blow. 

Lin Kai had a surprised look: “Is it my surprise? You quickly drive your car away, don’t get in the way.” 

After that, Lin drove into the main driver, while Dong Shu sat in the co-pilot. 

And Xu Kaiwei suddenly stunned again, unexpectedly… it really was! 

He began to lose his soul and was deeply shocked. He could not accept this reality at all. 

Especially just now, he was still blatantly saying that Lin’s car was very inferior, and the tires would 

puncture easily on that kind of bumpy road. 

If that’s the case, his car must be the one that punctured first. 

This gave Xu Kaiwei a feeling of slapping himself in the face. 

Xu Kaiwei’s face was gloomy and terrible at this time, his face was hot, but he did not give up. Although 

he was deeply shocked, he still did not believe that this kid’s medical skills could really be invited by 

Professor Yang Deren! 

This kid must have a background at home that led to the invitation! Correct! It must be so! After all, this 

kid is driving such a priceless luxury car! 

The more Xu Kaiwei thought about it, the more he felt that this was possible, so he still hoped to expose 

Lin Kai! After going to school, Lin Kai must be embarrassed! At that time, Dong Shu would definitely stay 

away from Lin Kai! 

After thinking about it, Xu Kaiwei sneered, stepped on the accelerator and left. 

And isn’t it just driving a luxury car? 

His driving skills are very good! This Porsche is also a special kind, full of kinetic energy! 

He will use speed to prove that his car is not weak. 

Therefore, Xu Kaiwei drove very quickly. 

On the roads in the city, Lin Kai didn’t drive so fast, because it was unnecessary and there was enough 

time anyway. 

Xu Kaiwei was racing all the way. 

But when he was in the suburbs, Lin Kai started to speed up. The reason for speeding up was that this 

section of the suburban road was still not very good and bumpy. 

So it is better to finish this section of the road early. 



Under this random acceleration, Lin drove directly past Xu Kaiwei and threw Xu Kaiwei far away. 

When Xu Kaiwei saw the back of the Rolls-Royce Phantom, his expression was as ugly as he could be. He 

snorted, “Good, you Lin Kai! After I go to school, you will wait for me!” 

About half an hour later, Lin Kai drove to this Jiangyou Medical College. 

Sent Dong Shu to the female dormitory she assigned. 

Dong Shu is not a freshman, just studying for graduate school here, but there are still many girls in this 

female dormitory. 

When they saw a Rolls-Royce Phantom come here, everyone exclaimed. 

Dong Shu didn’t expect that she had already become famous before officially studying in this school. 

Looking at the group of girls taking pictures and watching the group of girls, she reluctantly shook her 

head and said: “I knew, I’ll let you change your car. “ 

Lin chuckled: “Should it.” 

After speaking, Lin Kai and Dong Shu both got out of the car, and Lin Kai took out Dong Shu’s suitcase. 

But the group of girls around, saw that the owner of the car turned out to be such a young man, who 

was still handsome, and they became idiots. I also envy Dong Shu very much. 

This makes Dong Shu shy and happy. 

After Lin Kai took out the suitcase, he said goodbye to Dong Shu. 

Because when he came, Yang Deren explained that the day of the invitation to speak is not today, but 

two days later. 

Lin Kai didn’t care, anyway, this system task had already come out, and he was definitely going to 

complete it. 

Chapter 1589: Help People To The End 

Chapter 1589 

Originally, Dong Shu wanted to say a few words with Lin Kai, but seeing the group of girls around, they 

all looked at her with envy and hatred. 

Especially that group of girls also said that she can find such a good boyfriend. 

Although Dong Shu loves to listen to this kind of words, she is not Lin Kai’s girlfriend after all. She was a 

little embarrassed to be said that, so she quickly left with her luggage. 

Lin Kai didn’t feel much at all. After seeing Dong Shu go to the dormitory, he returned to the car, started 

the car, and started to go outside the school. 

As for Xu Kaiwei, he is still on his way to the school. 

But at this time, Lin Kai was driving in school, so the speed was rather slow. 



Before Lin drove the car for long, there was a young woman in a professional suit on the side of the road 

facing him. 

Suddenly, the young woman didnt know what she was thinking, or lost her mind. Because of the high 

heels, 

It is estimated that this young woman rarely wears high heels. She stepped on it slightly, and there was a 

pothole on the ground. 

She immediately slapped her foot, and fell to the ground in a sudden pain. 

The leg was injured as a result. 

Lin Kai thought he was driving by himself, and frightened the young woman. After all, he happened to be 

a corner point and suddenly appeared. 

So Lin Kai got out of the car, turned to the young woman, and asked, “Are you okay? Do you want me to 

take you to the hospital?” 

The young woman didn’t expect that someone would come to help, but she didn’t feel that she had a 

big problem, it was just that she got here for a while and didn’t need to go to the hospital. 

Its just that when she was about to decline, she tried to stand up and found that it seemed a bit serious. 

She suddenly said to her in embarrassment, “Its a bit serious, but I shouldnt have to go to the hospital. 

Im a teacher at this school and Ill still treat myself. . Right now, Im a little hard to stand up, please, can 

you help me, let me stand up first.” 

Lin Kai nodded when he heard the young woman’s words. His eyes fell on the young woman’s feet, and 

saw the reddish place. 

From his perspective, there will be no major problems for the time being, but if it takes a little longer, if 

there is no timely treatment, there will definitely be redness and swelling. 

At that time, it will affect the walking, and it is estimated that it will take a long time to recover. 

However, he heard the young woman say that it is the teacher of this school, this is the medical school, 

at least it is qualified to hold a master’s degree. 

So in terms of medicine, it must be somewhat level. 

Lin Kai didn’t say much, and immediately helped the young woman up. 

This young woman was also injured because of her leg, so when she stood up, she was still a little 

unstable and could only lean on Lin Kai’s arm. 

Feeling Lin’s breath, the young woman seemed a bit shy. To avoid some embarrassment, she asked Lin 

Kai: “Are you our new student? Which department do you study in?” 

Because Lin Kai’s age is indeed about the same age as a student who just went to university, it is not 

surprising that young women consider him a student of this school. 



When Lin Kai heard the young woman’s words, he immediately shook his head and said, “I am not a 

student of this school. I am here to send a friend of mine.” 

The main reason is that he thought he was scaring the young woman, which caused the young woman 

to do this, so he came to help. 

The young woman first glanced at Lin Kai curiously, and then was obviously relieved. 

After all, she is being held by Lin Kai like this now, if Lin Kai is really a student of this school, it would not 

be good. 

In any case, she is also a teacher in this school. 

So if the students are seen by other people, they cant say clearly. 

But even so, the young woman saw Lin Kai so young and handsome, and it was a bit bad if she was seen 

by her colleagues. 

In addition, she also knew that she could no longer walk on her foot, and her condition would get worse 

if she insisted on walking. At that time, she had to go to the hospital for treatment. 

It happened that these two days were school days, and she didn’t have time to go to the hospital for 

treatment. 

Of course, the young woman is not good at letting Lin Kai carry or hold it on her back. She noticed the 

Rolls-Royce Phantom next to her, and asked Lin Kai: “Is that car yours?” 

Because she didn’t pay much attention when she fell, she really didn’t know if the Rolls-Royce Phantom 

was Lin Kai. 

After she finished speaking, she regretted a little. Although she didn’t know the Rolls-Royce Phantom, 

which model it was, she also knew that it was a Rolls-Royce, and the brand was worth at least four or 

five million. 

Although Lin Kai, who supported her, was extraordinary, young and handsome. But the clothes he wears 

are ordinary, and there are no watches on his wrists. How can he afford to drive this Rolls Royce. 

So as soon as she finished speaking, she regretted asking. 

However, the young woman was very surprised. Lin Kai nodded at this moment: “Yes, it’s mine.” 

At this moment, the young woman looked at Lin Kai more curiously. 

Then she asked cautiously: “Could you please send me to my teacher’s dormitory?” 

Lin Kai nodded again after hearing this, he could see the young woman’s concerns. 

Originally, the young woman wanted to let her go first, let Lin Kai drive first, and adjust the front of the 

car. 

The teachers dormitory is a little behind the student dormitory, so I have to go back to the past. 

Unexpectedly, before she spoke, Lin Kai hugged her directly and put it on the back seat. 



Lin Kai didn’t say much, just followed the young woman’s directions and soon came under the young 

woman’s dormitory. 

This dormitory has a seventh floor and it seems that there is no elevator. 

Lin Kai frowned and asked, “Which floor do you live on? It looks like there is no elevator, right?” 

The young woman immediately responded: “On the sixth floor, there is no elevator…” 

Suddenly, the young woman also realized the problem. There was no elevator on the sixth floor. Even if 

she was lifted up, her feet would be moved. 

That foot can’t move at all, otherwise it will be very serious. 

Lin Kai thought for a while, then said: “If you don’t mind, I’ll carry you up.” 

As the saying goes, helping people to the end, sending Buddha to the west, so he asked. 

The young woman hesitated at first, but after thinking about it, she really didn’t think of any other 

better way. 

She lowered her head a little, looked a little bit shy, and said: “Then I will trouble you, but I am still a 

little heavy, I am afraid it will be difficult for you to carry it. If you can’t remember it, then forget it.” 

Lin Kai was speechless when he heard the young woman’s words. This young woman was slender, 1.7 

meters tall, and weighed just over a hundred pounds at most. 

This height and weight can be said to be quite thin. 

Chapter 1590 is too powerful! 

Lin Kai didn’t expect that this young woman would still say that she was serious. 

He couldn’t help sighing inwardly that women are always dissatisfied with their weight and always think 

they are fat. 

After Lin Kai finished feeling emotional, he said to the young woman: “It’s okay, even if you have a few 

more weights like yours, I can afford it.” 

This is naturally what Lin Kaishao said. With his golden core cultivation base, not to mention a few 

hundred catties, even tens of thousands of catties, he can easily carry it. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the young woman no longer hesitated, and obediently went to Lin Kai’s 

back. 

Lin Kai seemed to be carrying no one on his back, as if he was carrying a feather, very relaxed and casual, 

and then he reached the sixth floor with a single breath. 

The young woman was surprised and curious about Lin Kai’s ease. 

Immediately, under the guidance of the young woman, she stopped in one of the rooms on the sixth 

floor. The young woman gave the key to Lin Kai. Lin Kai opened the room while continuing to carry her. 

The teachers dormitory is a single room. 



But the area is not very large, only one bedroom and one bathroom. 

The inside is very tidy and simple. It’s just a bed, a desk, and scattered small furniture and electrical 

appliances. 

Lin Kai put the young woman on the bed and sat. 

I can’t stand now, and if I stand, it will also affect the injury of the leg. 

At this time, the young woman turned to Lin Kai and thanked him in a very grateful way: “Thank you for 

your help. My name is Xu Qingcheng, what is your name?” 

“Lin Kai.” 

Lin Kai responded that he was planning to tell the young woman that he was swollen. 

But the young woman went on to say: “At my desk, the front on the right, the second drawer, there are 

spray medicines for injuries such as bruises, please help me get the spray medicine. Come, thank you.” 

Lin Kai suddenly shook his head and said: “The spray has some effect, but you are swollen now, which 

means there is still bruise inside. Then, the effect of spray is even worse.” 

The young woman sighed: “I know, but if you dont spray, it will be more serious now. I just want to 

relieve it for a day or two. After all, its just starting school and I still need to be busy. After a day or two 

of relief, I will go again. Hospital checkup and treatment.” 

Although the young woman is a teacher at the medical school, she now understands that her current 

pain is starting to be a little serious. She is not in surgery, and she can’t get treatment by herself. She can 

only go to the hospital for treatment after finishing her work. 

Lin Kai then shook his head and said, “After one or two days, the bruises in your area will accumulate to 

a certain extent. By that time, even if you go to the hospital, don’t think about it for ten and a half 

months. If you can trust me, I will treat you now and it will be well soon.” 

The young woman glanced at Lin Kai in surprise: “Do you know this medical skill?” 

It’s not that she doesn’t believe in Lin Kai, but that Lin Kai is still too young. Although she is not in 

surgery, this kind of trauma is basic learning. She had nothing to do for the time being, she could only 

wait to go to the hospital for treatment, but Lin did not expect a meeting, so that she couldn’t help 

asking. 

The reason why Lin Kai took the initiative to treat him was because the system happened to be unlucky 

and released a task to treat the young woman’s broken feet. 

Although the reward is only a silver extraction ability, but now it is not an attitude that is better than 

nothing, but a gamble mentality. 

In case the reward is a very practical silver extraction capability, it will make a lot of money. 

Regarding the doubts of the young woman now, Lin Kai smiled and nodded: “Just so.” 

Seeing Lin Kai, the young woman didn’t seem to have a fake tone, so she said, “Okay, I believe you.” 



Soon, Lin Kai began to treat the young woman Xu Qingcheng. 

This doesn’t need to use any real energy. The bruises on the feet are the acupuncture points on the feet, 

as long as they get through, it will be fine. 

Specifically, it is the foot of the young woman, using a massage-like technique to get it through. 

Then the bruises will gradually disappear, and then through another acupuncture point, you can quickly 

recover. 

In fact, this is the task passed down from generation to generation, with knowledge of Chinese medicine 

taught to Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai didn’t expect that he would use that knowledge so quickly. 

It seems that it is more necessary to pass on this knowledge of Chinese medicine. 

At this moment, the young woman felt that her feet were not so painful. 

After a few more massages by Lin Kai, it didn’t hurt at all. 

This made the young woman look at Lin Kai in surprise, but she didn’t expect Lin Kai to really meet. 

I said earlier that I believed Lin Kai, but I still didn’t believe it. 

Who thought, Lin Kai massaged a few times at will, and the pain was gone. 

It didn’t even take long for the young woman not to feel the pain, her foot no longer hurts, it was visible 

to the naked eye, and the redness and swelling disappeared. 

What shocked her even more was that her feet seemed to be whiter and smoother than before, as if 

they were taking care of them. 

It may be maintained, but there is no such effect. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai withdrew his hand and smiled at the young woman: “Try it, stand up and see if there 

is anything else.” 

Upon hearing this, the young woman stood up immediately and found that there was really no problem 

at all, if it hadn’t been for the pain that she had clearly felt before, the pain of her leg. Otherwise, she 

would have to wonder if she had any troubles. 

The young woman walked a few more times, surprised and delighted Lin Kai, and gratefully said again: 

“Lin Kai! Thank you! Thank you very much! I didn’t expect that you still have this kind of medical skills, 

which is too good!” 

At the same time, Lin Kai also saw that the system was completed. It’s a pity that this time the silver 

extraction capacity is completely useless, not even a chicken rib. At least chicken ribs are of that kind, 

it’s a pity to discard it, and it’s tasteless. 

But this silver extraction ability is useless. 



Lin Kai shook his head secretly. Anyway, the task is quite simple and it doesnt matter. So after a short 

period of regret, he opened the mouth to the young woman and said, “If you are not at ease, go to the 

hospital for a checkup. It’s the best thing to do. There should be nothing wrong? I’m leaving now…” 

Before Lin Kai finished speaking, the young woman immediately interrupted: “Although it is afternoon, it 

is almost evening. You have helped me in this way. I still have to thank you for your help. Without your 

help, I am true. do not know what to do with it.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and smiled: “It doesn’t have to be this way, it’s just a small matter.” 

“It’s a small thing for you, but a big thing for me. So, I really thank you. If there is no time this time, then 

next time! Leave a contact information!” The young woman said Also spoke very directly. 

 


